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ABSTRACT 

The technologies elaborated to create ice coverings to ensure outstanding advances in sports are based on the 
artificial change of natural properties of water ice. They are founded on introduction into water of 
microdoses of high molecular compounds that during the crystallization process are stationed in the 
intercrystalline space and in a surface layer creating a certain “third body”, thus improving significantly 
sliding and strength of ice properties. The studies of initial distributions of a modificating mixture through 
the depth of the ice massif were carried out on the test benches and on the ice sports palaces. The use of 
physical and chemical methods of the analytical chemistry including spectrophotometry, chromatography 
and mass-spectrometric analysis allowed obtaining the experimental data of the presence of “trace 
concentrations” of artificially introduced organic compounds in different layers of the massif. An empiric 
approach defining a relative duration of the ice properties preservation was offered. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Last years the tendency to attract recent scientific achievements to the sports industry was evident. The 
leading sports great powers use the fundamental and engineering advances to renew national and world 
records as well as to activate efficiency of the objects intended for children and mass sports. In Russia the 
Winter Olympic games “Sochi-2014” were the reasons for developments of such investigations. From the 
beginning of 2000 the team of authors carried out the investigations on an artificial change of natural 
properties of sports ice coverings (Goncharova, 2009). The technology based on introduction into water of 
microdoses of high molecular compounds of different functional purposes was elaborated and implemented 
into practice. 
 

2. RESEARCHES 
 

During the crystallization of the pouring out liquid film the compounds introduced artificially are localized in 
the intercrystalline space and in the surface layer (Figure 1). They are an additional source of lubrication, and 
having a high hydrophobicity reduce considerably the resistance force to a skate sliding. Besides, they play 
the role of a dampener between crystals, and improve considerably the strength properties of ice by stopping 
development of cracks at aggressive action of sportsmen skates (Arkharov and Goncharova, 2010).  
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Figure 1. Cryomicroscopic picture of modified ice: view from above (a),  
view from above and lateral cleavage (b) 

 
The researches gave the possibility to choose among an unlimited number of high molecular compounds 
those that were capable to reduce maximally a friction interaction between the skate and ice as well as to 
decrease the intensity of intercrystalline interactions. The priority of improvement of one or another 
physicomechanical property of ice depended on the kind of sport. But the most important requirement was 
the stability of obtained properties that were inseparably linked with the keeping optimal concentrations of 
modifiers introduced in the near-surface layers of ice. During ice exploitation it is cut many times, it is 
poured with pure hot water that lead to  impoverishing the upper layer as well as to redistribution of the 
compounds introduced through the depth of the ice massif due to heat and mass transfer processes. Two 
independent tasks were resolving during the work: 
- determination of the initial diagram of distribution of concentration of ingredients ξ init

 through the depth 

δ  at layer-by-layer structuralization of the ice massif ξ init = f(δ ); 
- study of regularities of redistribution of the mixture concentration ξτ through the depth of the massif with 
following cutting and pouring with hot water without introduction of artificial modifiers during exploitation 
ξ
τ = f( δ, τ, ξinit, n, tw) where n = number of pouring, tw = temperature of pouring water, τ = time after 

completion of the ice massif formation. 
The initial distribution and the following redistribution of high molecular modified substances in the ice 
massif are defined by next factors:  
- action of mechanisms of concentration diffusion; 
- action of mechanisms of thermodiffusion; 
- interaction of different types of polymers in the mixtures used; 
- technological operations on mechanical compaction of the ice massif created. 
Based on a cryomicroscopic picture and the results of our own experimental researches of ice structures we 
offered a honeycomb-capillary model of redistribution of artificially introduced modifiers. The formation of 
ice covering on sports arenas is performed by putting and following crystallization of a thin water film layer-
by-layer practically with one-dimensional heat removal to a coolant circulating in a tube system of a concrete 
slab. As a result a layer-by-layer accumulation of polycrystalline ice at local manifestation of epitaxy, i.e. 
tended to keeping the direction of the axis of C crystals formed in the lower zone of the massif takes place. 
So, at layer-by-layer ice accumulation under described conditions an ice polycrystalline structure is created 
that is divided by intercrystalline space that reminds a comb honey by geometrical characteristics. This three-
dimensional structure accomplishes the function of the “transport ways” to redistribute polymeric 
compounds introduced that are placed in the intercrystalline space because they are crystallized (vitrified) at 
rather lower temperatures. As opposed to ordinary water ice this honeycomb structure is regular and has a 
typical size defined by many factors, among them the mains are the concentration of modifiers at initial 
composition and the space configuration of macromolecules introduced. The connection of the processes of 
simultaneous transfer of mass, heat and momentum is established by the Onsager theorem (reciprocity 
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theorem) but its application as well as the application of other fundamental laws for analytical description of 
processes in ice modified by polymers is not possible. In our case besides the solution of a differential 
equations system describing a simultaneous separable effect of a thermal diffusion and a mixing effect of a 
molecular diffusion it is necessary to know a space configuration of the “transport ways” and to take into 
account a mechanical removal of a diffusing substance (high molecular compounds) from the ice massif 
during its cutting. In addition the polymeric compounds chosen to impact on natural properties of ice are of 
different groups as regards to chemical composition, structure, superficial activity and molecular mass: from 
organic oils and microemulsions at molecular mass reaching thousands of a.e.m. to macromolecules of fine-
dispersed fluorine-containing suspensions (FS) stabilized by different types of a surfactant. Depending on the 
mode of polymerization a FS molecular mass may reach 107 a.e.m. and more. It is natural that the intensity 
of their diffusion in channels that represent an intercrystalline space will be various, that doesn’t allow 
considering them homogeneous particles at mathematical modeling of their motion in the ice massif. Strictly 
speaking the diffusion of separate components of the mixture may not be examined in isolation as at the trace 
concentrations in solutions (“trace analysis”) the biggest macromolecules as a result of intermolecular 
interactions agglomerate smaller ones (Figure 2) and together with them are diffused or fixed in different 
layers of the ice massif. The data of the elemental analysis confirm the presence of organic oils and 
microemulsions on the fragment of the molecule of the fluorine-containing suspension (Figure 2 b).  
 
 

 
 

а) FS X 1500 times b) FS X 30000 times c) Mixture X 8000 times 
Figure 2. Ice Structure with fluorine-containing suspensions FS (a, b) and with mixture of standard 

concentration (c) 
 

 
The overview of publications showed that the problem resolved in this scientific study on crystallization 
and following mass transfer by diffusion had no complete analogues in related fields (Bekman, 1990; 
Kapembwa et al. 2014). The application of general regularities of directional crystallization of alloys is 
incorrect due to the presence of cyclic phase transitions during ice formation (sub-melting of the previous 
layer and freezing the next layer with following intermediate concentration of modifiers) at temperatures 
close to fusing (Ivanov, 2010). Taking into account the above said we solved the problem experimentally 
using a mechanical exfoliation of the ice massif and carrying out the complex chemical analyzes of layer-
by-layer melts. The algorithm of the structuralization of an optimal ice covering for different sports is 
defined by the particularities of the sportsman skate’ impact on ice: more sparing at speed skating and 
more aggressive at figure skating and hockey. So, to create ice for speed skating (Figure 3 a) the ice 
massif should be maximally hard and thin, not more than 1 mm, the sliding layer should have the 
concentration of modifiers about 1 ppm. For hockey (Figure 2 b) the depth of modification in ice should 
be not less than 15-20 mm at concentration of plasticizing and strengthening ingredients about 10 ррm 
through all depth and the compounds introduced to improve sliding from 5 to 15 ррm as far as approaching 
the surface layer. At that the differences concern the composition of the mixture introduced and the 
concentration of separate components as well.  
 

 

1 
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а) b) 

Figure 3. Model of ice for speed skating (a) and for hockey (b)  
 
2.1. Experimental investigation of the initial diagram of modifiers distribution 
The ice structure and its properties depend on the conditions of the ice massif formation (speed of 
crystallization, temperature of pouring out water, thickness of the accumulation layer etc.) as well as on 
composition, quantity and properties of modificating compounds introduced. That’s why when the 
experiments were carrying out it was necessary to reproduce the conditions and the algorithm of the ice 
creation under real conditions of sports objects. To do this a fragment of an ice field (FIF) with an 
autonomous cold supply system and a construction identical to ice field constructions on sports arenas was 
developed and manufactured. First the lower (preliminary) ice layer was frozen according to the technology 
of pouring with hoses by hand; the thickness of the layer was 1-1.5 mm and the temperature of pouring water 
was 20○С. After that the formation of the upper zone of the ice massif using a miniature ice pouring combine 
according to the scheme of alternating layers: “pure layer” – “layer with modifiers”, was executed. The ice 
massifs formed using this scheme had the best strengthen and speed properties. The temperature of pouring 
water was not less than 60○

С. The formation of each next layer may be divided into several stages. When 
water at thin film at temperature 60○

С is poured the submelting of the underlayer and the mixture of pouring 
water with the underlayer melt occur. As a result some intermediate concentration is formed. Then after 
decrease of the water film temperature to 0○

С the crystallization process begins. The diagram of distribution 
of modifiers introduced inside the forming layer is defined by two unidirectional factors: 
- high surface activity of all compounds introduced according to the principle of independence of surface 
action by I. Lengmure contributes to pushing out a non-polar radical of macromolecules increasing by that 
their concentration in the surface layer; 
- at crystallization front advancing first pure water is frozen out, and the ingredients introduced that have a 
considerably lower temperature of crystallization (or vitrification) are forced back to the surface layer.  
When scraping the layers were separated one from another using a special instrument that gave the 
possibility to keep the taken off layer in a horizontal position as well as it didn’t admit the mixing snow mass 
of different layers. To avoid the introduction of foreign compounds into melts all works were done gloved, 
the concrete base of the plate were covered with a chemically inert aluminum foil, FIF itself was covered 
with an upper dome imitating a roof. The change of the speed of crystallization of a pouring water film was 
realized by change of a setting of a refrigerating plant.  
The first series of experiments was carried out at the concentration of modifiers introduced (mixture) ξmi=7 
ppm corresponding to the optimal value for ice hockey and ξmi= 140 ppm that limited the recommended high 
range of concentrations of organic compounds in ice technologies. The results of chemical analyzes of melts 
of ice taken off the upper (modified) zone of the ice massif layer-by-layer are shown in Figure 4. The content 
of organic modifiers artificially introduced in the melts ξmm through the massif was defined by the titrometric 
method on permanganate oxidability as the index characterizing the total content of organic compounds (on 
carbon C). 
 

Upper ice modified layer 

Massif of maximal hardness 

1mm 

min 
15mm 

Upper ice modified layer 

Massif with alternating layers 
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ξmm7 
ξmm140 

The concentration of organic compounds in the melts for 7 and 140 ppm 

ξmi7 
ξmi140 

The concentration of modifiers introduced (mixture) for 7 and 140 ppm 

ξow The concentration of organic compounds in water 
 

Figure 4.  The results of chemical analyzes of ice melts taken off  of the upper (modified) zone of the ice 
massif layer-by-layer 

 
In Figure 4 A the violet and blue lines correspond to the initial concentrations 7 and 140 ppm. The character 
of diagrams of the initial distribution of modifiers through the massif depth confirms the hypothesis 
suggested earlier: practically an invariable concentration inside layers and its abrupt increase towards the ice 
surface that considerably exceeds the level of concentrations introduced is observed. The relation of the 
concentration in the surface layer and in the linear sectors during the both experiments was about 5 to 1: 
26.05 and 10.53 ppm on the ice surface, and on the average 5 and 2 ppm in the linear sector for 140 and 7 
ppm, correspondingly. So, the character of the initial distribution of modifiers doesn’t change at increasing 
their initial concentration in pouring water. At rather low speeds of crystallization most of the molecules 
have time to go up to the surface that explains to a considerable extent the character of the diagram. But the 
diagrams show that the inside ice layers have a certain quantity of the organic phase. This factor is stipulated 
most likely by the size of macromolecules FS reaching106 – 107 а.е.m. They are caught by the crystallization 
front and fixed in the forming ice layer that is confirmed by the data of a microscopic study of cleavages 
(Figure 1 b). A general rate of curve of salt content distribution in the ice modified massif is identical to the 
behavior of the curve of distribution of the carbon organic phase.   The comparison of data of different series 
of experiments showed that a total quantity of artificially introduced modifiers at freezing either exceeded or 
was lower than the quantities revealed at chemical analyzes of ice melts. In terms of quantity this disparity is 
characterized by difference of surfaces (S2 - S1) (lower expected) and surface S3 (exceeding the quantity 
introduced) that is shown in Figure 4 B for initial concentrations 140 and 7 ppm., correspondingly. 
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 The concentration of organic compounds defined by titrometric method on permanganate 

oxidability 
 Salt content in the surface layer 
 Optical density defined by spectroscopic methods  

 
Figure 5. Concentration of modifiers in the surface layer 

 

 

 

The excess of total organics in melts may be explained by the presence of foreign (background) organic 
compounds that get into ice from air medium, from barriers, hands etc. A lower content may be linked with 
the fact that different groups of modifiers   “tie up” the activity of each other, a physical aggregation of 
background compounds takes place on them, the permanganate oxidability index is reduced.   

Further investigations was aimed to study the dynamics of the modifiers concentration change in the surface 
ice layer during exploitation of the ice massif, i.e. when ice was periodically cut and poured with hot water. 
In this case the thermal and concentration components of diffusion influence the modifiers concentration in a 
renewed layer in addition to mechanical cutting of the surface layer. They act when the underlayer is 
submelting, when it is mixed with poured water as well as during the process of water film crystallization. 
During periods between water pouring mass transfer of modifiers in the intercrystalline space takes place but 
not so intense. Herewith the thermal component is always directed towards the ice surface poured with hot 
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water, the concentration may have a reverse direction – towards deep layers (for example, at additional 
introducing modifiers when water pouring). The dynamics of changes of a surface concentration of 
compounds introduced depends just on the relation of these two motive forces. This problem is of great 
practical importance to define the time of keeping ice properties without additional introduction of modifiers 
thanks to that they move from the inner layers as a result of diffusion. A series of experiments were carried 
out at the experimental FIF. First a modified ice massif was frozen, then by analogy with a real exploitation 
process a periodical ice cutting and pouring with hot water without additives introduction were executed. 
The results are shown in Figures 5 A and 5 B. The x-axis is the time of the pouring execution. After each 
pouring the composition of the ice melt from the surface was defined using different methods of the 
elemental analysis. As follows from Figure 5 A the concentration of the organic phase in the melt defined by  
permanganate oxidability and spectrophotometry methods as well as a salt content have an identical 
character of dependence during all test cycle. Most accurate are the data obtained using the 
spectrophotometry (green line) because originally we obtained the specters of initial substances and their 
mixtures of all range of concentrations used. It is possible to see that at frequent cutting of the upper layer 
and at water pouring without modifiers a monotonous decrease of their concentration in the surface layer 
occurs. During a long night pause the organic compounds moved up to the ice surface due to the 
concentration and diffusion action. Herewith the warmest was the ice massif at the end of day more intensive 
was the migration of the compounds. The trend of the salt content (blue line) and the spectrophotometry 
were practically identical but a total content of the organic phase was a little “late”. Through the massif depth 
the character of modifiers distribution in the beginning of pouring and after didn’t change (Figure 5 B). But 
in terms of quantity the concentration of compounds introduced decreased both in the ice surface and in the 
inner layers that confirmed the hypothesis about a gradual moving of the compounds from the depth. In the 
upper angle of the figure a graph confirming the impact of concentration diffusion downwards is shown: in 
the massif layers below the modification level (21 mm) the silicon organic compounds were detected but 
they were not introduced in that zone. 

 
 

 
                                               a)                                                                                b)                                  

                                                                                                                            
ξмm Modifiers concentration in melts 
ξsm Salt content in melts 

 

Figure 6. Distribution of modifiers through the depth of the ice massif 
 

The experimental data obtained are confirmed by the results obtained on ice sports arenas. Figure 6 
demonstrates the curves of distribution immediately after ice renewing with water containing modifiers 
introduced (Figure 6 a) and with pure hot water (Figure 6 b) on hockey arenas. The data of Figure 6 b are 
more exact as cutting was executed by layers 0.25-0.5 mm thin using a special ice pouring combine with 
accurately advanced knives.  
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3. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We deduced from the work results that the monitoring and a timely renewal of the chemical composition of 
the surface ice layer resolved the problem of keeping improved speed and strength properties of sports ice. 
The analysis of the process of redistribution of modifiers introduced showed that the optimal properties of 
ice coverings were maintained thanks to the mechanism of diffusion from depth-layers. 
In future we think the most perspective will be the application of non-destructive methods – “tagged” 
elements that allow visualizing the structure as well as fixing for sure the changes of a concentration profile 
and an intercrystalline space during diffusion migration.  
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